Background: Tight control of tidal volume (V T ), which relies on accurate monitoring, improves outcomes in NICU. Neonatal respiratory function monitors (RFM) are rarely used during anaesthesia despite a high incidence of V T <4 ml/kg and >8 ml/kg (Abouzeid J Ped 2017). We aimed to determine whether the use of a neonatal RFM improved V T delivery during anaesthesia.
SNAPSHOTS OF INJURY BEDS: CONSECUTIVE IMAGES AND ASSESSMENTS OF NEONATAL SKIN INJURIES
The equipment used to facilitate neonatal care is recognized as an associated risk for skin injury. Protecting neonatal skin integrity may lie in the diligence of neonatal nursing observation and practice. However, little is understood related to the progression and associated assessments as a neonatal skin injury progresses.
Methods: This case series was collaboration by neonatal unit staff and the Neonatal skin Injury and Pressure Injury Assessment Study (NIPIRA study) investigators. Possible cases were identified through the NIPIRA study protocol and the progression of three skin injuries were tracked in 24-48 hour windows, occurring in the Dunedin Neonatal Unit between January-October 2017.
Results: Three neonates were identified and their injuries included epidermal stripping to the abdomen, extravasation injury in the limb related to parenteral nutrition, and pressure related injury to the bridge of the nose related to continuous positive airway pressure mask. Each neonates' background history, detailed descriptions and images for three consecutive assessments will be demonstrated utilising the NIPIRA study assessment framework.
Conclusions: This case series demonstrates the evolution of skin injury progression for three neonates. Background: HIPSTER (NEJM 2016) demonstrated that nasal high-flow (nHF) was inferior to continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) for primary respiratory support in preterm infants. A subgroup, those ≥30 weeks completed gestational age (GA) with an early oxygen requirement of <30%, were identified as likely (predicted 84%) to succeed with nHF primary support alone, and to avoid intubation (93%). (PSANZ 2017). A guideline was developed at The Royal Women's Hospital (RWH), Melbourne, supporting nHF as primary support for infants in this select population.
Methods: An observational study of inborn infants 30-36 weeks GA receiving respiratory support at RWH during the six months following the nHF guideline introduction. The primary outcome was nHF treatment success, defined as not requiring escalation of respiratory support in the first 72 hours. Secondary outcomes included rates of intubation, surfactant therapy, and pneumothorax.
Results: Sixty-two eligible infants born February-August 2017 were identified. Of these, 36 (58%) received nHF as primary support: mean (SD) GA 32.6 (1.8) weeks and birth weight 1844 (514) grams. Thirty-one (86%) of those treated primarily with nHF were exposed to antenatal corticosteroids. Of those receiving nHF, 22 (61%) were treated successfully and 14 (39%) required escalation of respiratory support. Eight infants in whom nHF failed were intubated and seven of these received surfactant. Three (8%) infants primarily treated with nHF were diagnosed with a pneumothorax, of which 1 required drainage.
Conclusions: In practice, a higher nHF failure rate than predicted was observed when used as primary respiratory support in a select preterm population.
